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Simple Summary: Ionising radiation affects electronic circuits as well as living beings and has been
a major concern for various critical applications such as healthcare, mining, avionics, nuclear, high-
energy physics, and space applications. Radiation sensors are essential tools to estimate, measure
and characterise radiation related information to assess the system performance and subsequently
look for corrective measures. This review article presents a useful overview of modern methods
and devices developed on semiconductor technologies over the last few decades for measuring the
level of radiation and its effects on electronic instruments. It also mentions the emerging devices
having the possibility of future implementations. This work discusses in detail the various techniques
utilised in the semiconductor based sensing devices and also states the relevant fields of application.
The article would interest the readers and the professionals in the relevant specialised fields while
studying various sensing principles.

Abstract: This article provides a review of semiconductor based ionising radiation sensors to measure
accumulated dose and detect individual strikes of ionising particles. The measurement of ionising
radiation (γ-ray, X-ray, high energy UV-ray and heavy ions, etc.) is essential in several critical
reliability applications such as medical, aviation, space missions and high energy physics experiments
considering safety and quality assurance. In the last few decades, numerous techniques based on
semiconductor devices such as diodes, metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs)
and solid-state photomultipliers (SSPMs), etc., have been reported to estimate the absorbed dose of
radiation with sensitivity varying by several orders of magnitude from µGy to MGy. In addition, the
mitigation of soft errors in integrated circuits essentially requires detection of charged particle induced
transients and digital bit-flips in storage elements. Depending on the particle energies, flux and the
application requirements, several sensing solutions such as diodes, static random access memory
(SRAM) and NAND flash, etc., are reported in the literature. This article goes through the evolution
of radiation dosimeters and particle detectors implemented using semiconductor technologies and
summarises the features with emphasis on their underlying principles and applications. In addition,
this article performs a comparison of the different methodologies while mentioning their advantages
and limitations.

Keywords: radiation detector; dosimeter; particle detector; total ionising dose; single-event effects;
sensors; soft-error; photomultiplier; radiation damage; RADFET; FOXFET; floating gate; SRAM;
3-D NAND

1. Introduction

The radiation effects community, comprising physicists, medical researchers, nuclear
reactors, and accelerator engineers, have long been working on analysing the effects
of ionising radiation. Over the past few decades, several studies about the sources of
radiation and the basic physics of radiation effects mechanisms [1,2] have facilitated the
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development of numerous radiation sensors. In the early 1960s and 1970s [3], the first set
of basic radiation sensors were developed based on lead (plumbum) zirconium titanate
ferroelectric materials [4], strain gauges [5], CaF2 thermal luminescent dosimeters [6],
Si calorimeters [7], etc. These radiation sensors were mainly used for the measurement
of absorbed dose and dose-rate related information. Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOSFETs) devices were first identified to record the absorbed dose
and applied as radiation sensors in the space environment in [8]. The phenomenon
of single-event effects (SEEs), comprising the "funnelling" effect in silicon surface was
discovered and experimentally illustrated in [9]. Following this, the quest for space
explorations and satellite development put the focus on the implementation of another type
of radiation sensor, namely the particle detector to identify the radiation induced faults
in electronic systems. Over the course of time, the increased understanding of radiation
interactions [10,11] and energy deposition processes have helped to extend the sensors with
improved response coupled with new design techniques [12–15] . From the early 1980s,
the theory of microdosimetry [16,17], particularly dealing with very low dose-level effects
on microelectronics, was explored and studied with an emphasis on radiation oncology
applications [18].

As silicon technology evolved, the downscaling of modern complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technologies has made MOSFET devices less sensitive to
cumulative radiation dose effects [19]. As the thickness of the gate-oxide has reduced,
the rate of radiation induced hole trapping has gone down. Additionally, the generation
of interface trap charges has decreased particularly due to electron tunnelling [20] and
successive neutralisation of holes [21]. Eventually, the implementation of integrated radi-
ation dosimeters in small feature sizes suffers extensively from reduced sensitivity. On
the other hand, for scaled down CMOS technologies, the critical charge requirement to
cause a single-event upset has reduced significantly [22,23]. As a result, the probability
of the occurrence of SEEs in devices with lower feature sizes has increased [19]. This has
favoured the development of integrated particle detectors with increased sensitivity.

This review article provides a brief overview of the developments in the field of
semiconductor based radiation sensors. Considering the wide variety of fields in the
radiation environment, this paper first describes the source of radiation, followed by a
very brief explanation about the mechanism of interaction of the devices with ionising
radiation in Section 2. Next, the scope of radiation measurement and application scenarios
are mentioned in Section 3. The various design techniques and devices used for radiation
dosimeters and the different particle detectors developed over time for radiation measure-
ment are mentioned and explored in Section 4. The performance criteria for the radiation
sensors targeting accurate, reliable, and robust measurements are described briefly in
Section 5. The content of the article is summarised, and the emerging future potential
technologies are mentioned in the discussion provided in Section 6.

2. Radiation Sources and Mechanisms
2.1. Sources of Radiation

Semiconductor materials inside electronic devices and instruments which are de-
ployed in airspace, the ground, and outer space encounter ionising radiation every so
often. The major source of radiation in the extraterrestrial space environment [24,25] are
galactic cosmic rays (high-energy protons and heavy ions), intermittent solar emissions
(low energy protons, plasma, and magnetic flux), and radiation belts comprising charged
particles accumulated around planetary bodies. In spite of the shielding provided, the
dose levels as experienced by the microelectronics inside the devices are high and pose
significant risks during space missions.

In comparison, the terrestrial environment [25,26] is generally safeguarded by the
Earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere. The effects of radiation from the extraterrestrial
sources are largely reduced due to the interaction with the Earth’s atmosphere. Therefore, it
encounters radiation primarily from the high-energy flux of cosmic-ray neutrons generated
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in the process of nuclear interactions between the protons and the atmospheric elements.
Another major source is considered to be the α particles emitted from the natural radioactive
isotopes and local impurities present in electronic devices (such as chip packages). These
radiation sources mainly account for functional interrupts and reliability failures in the
electronic products.

On the contrary, dose levels are very high as encountered by the electronics in ar-
tificial radiation environments that exist in numerous man-made applications such as
nuclear energy plants [27], medicine [27] and high-energy physics experiments [28,29].
The primary sources of radiation are X-ray, γ-ray, heavy ions, and high energy protons.
Even though these sources can account for very high dose rates, particularly affecting
the microelectronics, the total amount of absorbed dose by the personnel are kept within
manageable limits due to short exposure time as mandated by the safety standards.

2.2. Radiation Mechanism

As mentioned, the sources of radiation (high-energy photons from X-rays and γ-rays,
neutrons , charged particles: β, proton, α and heavy ions) are abundant and the majority of
them play key roles in affecting the operation of microelectronics components. The impact
of radiation can be broadly categorised into three effects: (a) total ionising dose (TID),
(b) SEEs and (c) displacement damage (DD). The first two are the predominant effects of
ionising radiation, whereas the last one is the outcome of non-ionising interaction with
high-energy particles also referred to as non-ionising energy loss (NIEL).

A radiation event is triggered by the incidence of a highly energetic particle. Most of
the energy, lost along the path of interaction, results in the excitation of electrons, henceforth
creating charged electron-hole pairs as denoted by e− and h+ in Figure 1a. In conductors
and semiconductors, the excess electron-hole pairs generated due to the interaction will
eventually recombine or mobilise by drift and diffusion. In comparison, the outcome differs
in the case of insulators like the most common SiO2 present in CMOS technologies. Due to
the difference in mobility, the excess electrons are swept away promptly by diffusion and
drift (in presence of an electric field). The holes, on the other hand, migrate comparatively
slowly by “hopping” towards the Si/SiO2 interface through localised shallow traps in the
bulk silicon. As illustrated in Figure 1a, these processes either lead to the formation of
charge due to the hole trapping at the bulk defect or the generation of interface traps due
to interaction with hydrogen ion (H+). During irradiation, the trapped charges account for
the cumulative TID effect in MOSFET structures [30]. Over time, the effects of accumulated
positive charges manifest in terms of a change in threshold voltage, drive current, leakage
current and increased flicker noise [31,32], subsequently deteriorating the device behaviour.
An illustration of the change in threshold voltage for an n-channel MOSFET (nMOS) is
shown in Figure 1b and a similar phenomenon of threshold voltage shift also happens in
the p-channel MOSFET (pMOS) under ionising radiation.

When the striking energetic particle hits the semiconductor devices in the proximity of
a doped region (drain or source junction of MOSFET devices), it induces an excess number
of electron-hole pairs. At the onset, the ionising interaction with the radiation produces a
funnel-shaped path of free carriers [33] as shown in Figure 2. In case the device is under
bias, the transport of carriers prevails over their dissipation through recombination. The
majority of the charge carriers drifts towards opposite polarity bias leading to a “prompt
charge collection”. The rest is collected through slow diffusion. The certain influx of
charged carriers constructs a current spike which could potentially result in transients in
the electronic circuit. The mechanism of SEE can produce short-term non-destructive (soft
errors) single-event upsets (SEUs) in memory and single-event functional interrupts (SEFIs).
The errors due to the SEEs can also be permanent (hard errors) and catastrophic in the
case of single-event latchups (SELs), single-event gate ruptures (SEGRs) and single-event
burnouts (SEBs).
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Figure 1. (a) Energy band diagram of a positive gate biased metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistor (MOSFET) device showing the effect of ionising radiation on carrier generation,
transporting and trapping, and (b) the change in threshold voltage of a n-channel MOSFET (nMOS)
after radiation strike. Figures are reproduced from [30] with permission of IEEE.

© 2005 IEEE

Figure 2. Illustration of radiation induced processes in a reverse-biased n+/p diode and the resulting
current transient caused by the radiation strike: (a) Onset of radiation strike, (b) prompt charge
collection, and (c) charge collection through diffusion. Figure is reproduced from [33] with permission
of IEEE.

Apart from the previous two phenomena (TID and SEE) causing excess charge gen-
eration, the radiation can also cause physical impairment in the crystal structure of the
semiconductor material via NIEL. This effect is referred as DD [34,35] and the primary
sources are energetic neutrons, protons, or electrons. Secondary electrons generated from
the interaction with γ-rays and high energy X-rays can also cause DD if they have sufficient
kinetic energy. Unlike the ionising effects (TID and SEE), DD creates prolonged damages
which are difficult to anneal out. During neutron irradiation of silicon, the Frenkel defects
are created. These generate deep or mid-band traps which increase the thermal carrier
recombination and generation and thus affect the free carrier density. Over time, the accu-
mulation of large number of defects degrades the semiconductor device’s properties. In
comparison to bipolar-junction-transistors and optical devices, MOSFETs are much robust
in environments involving a DD dose. MOSFETs are mostly carrier devices having much
higher carrier densities under normal operating conditions and the actual cross-section of
the thin channel region through which the charges transport is very small. Therefore, a
significantly higher amount of defects are needed to affect MOSFET characteristics.
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Depending on the technology used, the device sensitivity of TID and SEE can be
contrary to each other and may differ greatly. Modern CMOS technologies somewhat
favoured TID resilience with thinner gate oxides. However, unlike TID, it has not facilitated
the mitigation of SEEs. The concurrent effects of decreased power supply and reduced
node capacitance in scaled technologies have exacerbated the issue.

3. Scope of Radiation Measurement

The effects of ionising radiation on electronic circuits as well as on the living human
body is very critical and multi-fold. It has been a major concern for various critical
applications such as healthcare, mining, avionics, nuclear, high-energy physics, and space
applications. Continuous exposure to radiation affects the performance of electronics
systems by producing erroneous results and leading to functional failure. It requires
accurate estimation of the radiation dose related information (dose rate, accumulated dose)
to assess the system performance (known as radiation dosimetry) and subsequently look
for corrective measures.

Nowadays many healthcare professionals and assistants are subjected to radiation
exposure (X-ray) throughout their careers due to various diagnostic and therapeutic pur-
poses. A regular monitoring of the radiation doses which have been absorbed in the body
is required to ensure safety and prevent health hazards. Such exposures concern not only
medical personnel but also patients. Most of the radio-therapeutic procedures in oncology
recommend precise monitoring of the radiation doses (X-ray, β and proton radiation) ad-
ministered to the patients. Eventually, it requires in-vivo dosimetry to ascertain a reliable
control over the delivered dose, leading to effective treatments. Apart from these, the
nuclear facilities and mining industries often require working professionals to work in
harsh radiation environments in the presence of radioactive materials. Even though the
level of radiation experienced is low, the accumulated amount over the work period could
possibly cross the human body’s yearly safe limits and subsequently affect the individual’s
health. The occupational dosimetry is absolutely necessary to analyse the total dose of
radiation accumulated over time and ensure its adherence to the safety standards.

In addition, the total accumulated dose as well as the real-time dose-rate monitoring
are very crucial in the case of interplanetary space flights as well as satellites with scientific
payloads orbiting outside the protection provided by the Earth’s atmosphere. During the
missions towards low Earth orbit (LEO), geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO), and the
International Space Station (ISS) near Van Allen radiation belt, various sources of space radi-
ation (predominantly high-energy protons, electrons, and heavy ions) appear as a potential
threat to the reliable operation of the complex flight instrumentation. Conventionally,
shielding and packaging with appropriate materials are provided to enhance endurance
against radiation induced damage. However, the impact of ionising charged particles (β,
p+ radiation) aggravate the damage due to nuclear reactions induced within the on-board
materials. In addition, the crew members of the space shuttles were regularly subjected to
radiation doses throughout the voyages and an especially increased amount during the
extravehicular activities. The real-time monitoring of radiation dose helps in establishing
the safety of the crew members and functional safety of the on-board electronics for the
duration of the mission. Likewise, the dosimeters are also required in ground test facilities
to be able to accurately record the absorbed dose during characterisation and subsequently
help to model, identify, and forecast the radiation induced effects in devices.

Additionally, high-energy physics experiments involve particle accelerators to gener-
ate numerous high-energy particles and photons. Inside the accelerator, the instrumentation
requires radiation dosimeters which are capable of measuring very high levels of radiation
across the large and distributed facilities. There, the radiation monitors are custom-made
and permanently installed across the facilities to enable observation of the radiation dose
across the space over a certain period of time. Compared to these, integrated dosimeters
help in investigating the unexplored areas facilitating easy access to data with an added
benefit of portability. In particular, these avoid inaccuracies due to large cable installations
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and thus help in characterising and mapping complex radiation fields with higher accuracy
in mixed field radiation test facilities such as the CHARM irradiation facility at CERN.

Traditionally, working professionals in healthcare sector and radiation test facilities
used to wear passive dosimeter devices that absorb the incident radiation dose over time.
Typically, every two to three months, the devices are accessed to determine the accumulated
dose related data and possibly causing a delay between the detection and the exposure to
radiation. Recently, an increased amount of focus has been given to integrated solutions to
facilitate continuous monitoring. In addition, these integrated alternatives provide faster
readout electronics and thus ensure rapid and useful counteractive measures.

As mentioned previously, radiation dosimetry is primarily used to measure the ab-
sorbed dose of radiation received by the electronic devices. Particularly in the case of space
explorations, it provides an estimated overview of dose during the course of a mission.
Whatever the context, the dosimetry readings could only provide accumulated dose and
sometimes dose-rate related information. Even though the radiation can be monitored in
real time, it is not useful for detecting radiation energy and consequently identifying the
radiation source types. Considering this inability of the dosimeters, particle detectors are
used alongside them for various applications (avionics, automotive and ground stations) to
help in characterising the nature of a radiation source and estimating the flux and energy
levels of striking particles. During space missions, the flight equipment requires electronics
to be optimised in terms of power as well as highly robust and fault tolerant. In the event
of certain radiation outburst (solar winds and flares), the particle detectors could possibly
identify the threat from the increasing ionising particle flux and subsequently create an
alert. In such critical conditions, a multi-core system can be dynamically reconfigured to
activate fault tolerant mechanism, ensuring optimal performance with a minimal power
budget or even some critical systems can be temporarily switched off.

Furthermore, the particle detectors play a pivotal role in ensuring the reliability of
long-distance communications during space missions by detecting SEUs and single-event
transients (SETs). The intense charged particles and X-rays originating from solar flares
have the potential to interact with electronic equipment, leading to disturbances, interrupts,
and subsequent functional failure.

In recent times, several reports have suggested the occurrence of soft errors in flight
operations [36], data centres [37,38] and electronic systems [39]. A recent experiment
on the feasibility of underwater data [40] has revealed improved reliability and reduced
soft-error related failure rate. In such applications where safety is of primary concern, the
particle detectors are very crucial in ensuring operational stability and reliability of the
on-board electronics.

4. Radiation Measurement Techniques

The radiation events studied here are considered to be randomly distributed over
irradiation time following Poisson statistics. Depending on the interaction of semiconductor
materials with radiation, the sensors in active mode may respond to an individual quantum
of radiation (particle detection) or collective interaction with multiple quanta of radiation
over a period of time (dose measurement). However, in passive mode of operation,
when there is no external energy source connected to the semiconductor devices and
associated circuits, the energy deposited on the devices by individual particle strikes is
accumulated over time. Later, when the circuits are biased and the sensors are measured,
the accumulated energy gives an estimate of the radiation dose only. As a result, it fails to
identify and measure the energy deposited by individual radiation events. In active mode
of operation, the radiation sensors and associated circuits are biased using an external
energy source and support individual particle detection as well as dose measurement. In
active mode, the sensors can operate either in pulse counting method or integral method.
In the case of Si-diode or Si-photodiode based detectors, the radiation induced burst
of currents are monitored by the readout electronics. The charge collected which is the
time integral of the current over the duration of the detection (integral method) provide a
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measure for the energy deposited. The energy information is used in radiation spectroscopy
to estimate the energy spectra. Over a period of time, the integrated charge related data
are used to give an indirect measurement of the accumulated dose. In pulse counting
mode, the charge collected is compared to a predefined threshold and causes an event to
the counter for adding up to the particle detection. In the case of memory based sensors
such as static random access memory (SRAM), the critical charge required for a bit-flip
in memory elements acts as threshold for particle detection. The readout method used in
3-D NAND based flash memories presents multiple options for threshold comparison and
therefore also allows an estimation of energy spectra together with particle detection. In
the case of individual MOSFET based sensors, the real-time collection of charge generated
from radiation is not convenient, and therefore they have very limited use as particle
detectors. These sensor elements themselves act as integrating devices and employ indirect
techniques to estimate the total dose information.

The sensors, when operating in integral mode, are usually referred to as radiation
dosimeters which helps in the evaluation (directly or indirectly) or measurement of the
cumulative radiation quantities (TID, kerma, dose rate and exposure time) [41]. The
integration of information can be carried out by the readout electronics (Si-diodes) or by the
sensing device themselves (MOSFET based sensors). The readout method follows different
techniques such as threshold voltage VTH measurement, current or voltage reference
sensing and time-domain (frequency) output and can be categorised based on the sensing
device used such as silicon diodes, solid-state photomultipliers (SSPMs), fully depleted
silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI) varactors and MOSFET devices such as radiation-sensitive
field-effect transistors (RADFETs), field-oxide field-effect transistors (FOXFETs), floating-
gate MOSFET (FGMOS). Radiation sensors are usually referred to as particle detectors
when they are operated in pulse counting mode which helps in identifying radiation events,
particularly soft errors in integrated circuits. The methods used are predominantly current
or voltage sensing or memory read operations in digital memory structures.

A more detailed individual overview of the various semiconductor based radiation
sensors are given below:

4.1. Silicon Diode Based Radiation Sensors

In this method, the reverse biased p-n junction of a diode is used for dosimetry mea-
surement. The excess charges (minority carriers), which are created due to the interaction
with ionising radiation near the depleted region, are swept away through drift in the pres-
ence of the electric field over the junction. As illustrated in Figure 3, the excess charges are
collected with an external electric field and amplified using a charge-sensitive pre-amplifier.
The resulting current or voltage transient from the amplified charge is compared with a
threshold and shaped into a pulse to cause a trigger to the digital counter. Thus, while
operating in pulse counting mode, the Si-diode based radiation sensors are used as particle
detectors. Alternatively, in integral mode of operation a readout circuit measures the
transient of voltage or current. The time-integral of the measured quantity provides an
estimate of the energy deposited during radiation strike. Thereby, in dosimetry application
this energy information provides an indirect measurement of the total accumulated dose
on the sensing devices.

Here, the diodes are configured in reverse bias mode of operation which in turn
results in a wide depletion layer with reduced leakage current and thus permits higher
efficiency in radiation sensing with a linear relationship between the deposited charge
and the integrated dose. Si-diode based dosimeters such as single-sided silicon strip
detectors [42] and active pixel detectors [43,44] are moderately sensitive and suitable for
high-dose radiation measurement as in pulsed radiation fields (X-rays, electron linear
accelerators) [41].

Over time, the sensitivity of the diodes reduces due to the damage caused by radiation
and need to be re-calibrated to perform effective reliable measurements. During counting
of radiation strikes, the readout time needs to be adjusted so that it is able to distinguish
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between concurrent events. In addition to particle detection and dose measurement, the
intensity of the current transient provides an estimate about the energy spectra and linear
energy transfer (LET) of the striking high energy particle. More often, an array of detectors
is used, which is beneficial in terms of accuracy and to characterise the radiation beam.
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Figure 3. Illustrations of different methods (pulse mode and integral mode) of radiation detection of
the Si-diode based radiation sensors.

4.2. Silicon Photodiodes Based Radiation Sensors

This type of radiation sensor uses Si-photodiodes as the sensing elements. Four types
of photodiodes can be used for radiation measurement [45]: the p-n junction photodi-
ode [46], the PIN (p-type, intrinsic, n-type) photodiode [47], the avalanche photodiode [48]
and the Schottky photodiode [49]. Compared to standard p-n junction photodiodes, PIN
photodiodes provide better sensitivity as the wide intrinsic region helps in achieving high
charge generation per radiation strike. The highest sensitivity to radiation among photo-
diodes is usually obtained in Avalanche photodiodes due to the Avalanche breakdown
action. However, the Avalanche photodiode based detectors need larger bias voltage and
produce higher levels of noise. Schottky photodiode based radiation detectors are based
on compound semiconductor structures (SiC) and provide a fast response time due to low
operational capacitance.

The photodiodes can be integrated with SSPMs and are used as an alternate choice
for vacuum-based photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) for space, nuclear energy plant and high-
energy physics applications [50]. SSPMs are fabricated using an array of Geiger-mode
photodiodes on custom CMOS technology. A radiation sensitive scintillator material is
coupled to the fabricated SSPM device. An illustration of the CMOS SSPM chip coupled
with scintillation material is provided in Figure 4. When an energised radiation particle
impinges on the dosimeter surface, the scintillator absorbs the energy and re-emits it in the
form of light. The generated photons hit the pixels in the SSPM matrix. A low LET ionising
radiation strike activates a few pixels in the matrix, while in the case of a high LET radiation
strike a large number of pixels are activated. In response to these, the scintillator coupled
SSPM device produces an equivalent amount of current transient which is detected by
the readout interface. Thereafter, the transients are recorded to count the radiation events.
Similar to Si-diode based radiation sensors, the time integral of the current could also be
digitised using an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) to perform an indirect estimation
of accumulated dose.

The number of photodiodes activated is proportional to the energy deposited due to
the strike of high-energy radiation. Compared to PMTs, the SSPM based dosimeters are
compact, lightweight and can be integrated with on-chip CMOS readout circuits [50,51].
The digitised output provides an estimation of the absorbed dose and deposited energy
spectra and LET of the radiation particle.
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4.3. Radiation Sensitive MOSFET Devices

The electrical characteristics of the MOSFET devices, particularly the mobility and
the threshold voltage (VTH), experience changes due to the radiation strike from high-
energy particles. The radiation induced field-oxide trapped charges produce a negative
change in VTH for both pMOS and nMOS, whereas, in case of interface trap charges,
pMOS see a negative change but nMOS sees a positive change in VTH [52]. Initially, the
MOSFET based dosimeters were used in space [8] where the pMOS transistors were used
in diode configuration to track and measure radiation dose by means of observing the
VTH shift. A readout circuit was provided to track the voltage difference between the
gate and source terminal (VGS) of the diode-mode pMOS transistors and to measure the
change in threshold voltage. As predicted in [53], the absolute value of the threshold
voltage shift is proportional to the gate-oxide thickness squared (t2

OX). In order to increase
the radiation sensitivity and ensure a better response, the RADFETs were provided with
very thick gate oxide, which were used in nuclear facilities [54,55]. The devices were also
used for radiation dosimetry in medical diagnosis and radiotherapy treatments [56,57].
The fabrication of RADFET devices require an ad hoc process, which makes it difficult to
implement them with commercial CMOS technologies evolving to thinner oxides. The
radiation sensitivity is also limited by the packaging materials. Additionally, the changing
temperature effects of the MOSFET parameters (carrier mobility, VTH , etc.) make it difficult
to isolate and identify radiation induced variations which in turn affects the accuracy of
the dosimeter readings [58].

To overcome the lower sensitivity of the RADFET devices, FOXFETs are developed
where the field oxide (used as the passivation layer to isolate CMOS circuits) is utilised
instead of the gate oxides [59]. The thickness of the field oxide is usually in the range
of 400–600 nm [59], and therefore it facilitates an increased amount of trapped charge
generation when exposed to radiation. A view of the cross-section of the FOXFET device
is provided in Figure 5a. Compared to RADFET devices, the higher number of trapped
charges in FOXFET gate-oxide cause a much larger change in VTH . As shown in Figure 5b,
the VTH of the FOXFET device is measured by forcing a constant current through the device
and the VTH shift gives an estimate of the accumulated dose. The use of field oxide also
made it easy to implement the device in any CMOS technology and integrate them together
with the readout circuits. However, similar to RADFETs [60], the temperature dependency
of the electrical parameters is still problematic with FOXFETs leading to erroneous dose
readings. To mitigate the issues related to temperature variations, differential architectures
are used where bias currents were designed with reduced temperature coefficients [61,62].
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RADFET and FOXFET devices require very thick gate-oxide as well as large area to in-
crease radiation sensitivity. These are therefore used as discrete devices or needed to be
implemented in custom CMOS process.
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Figure 5. (a) Cross-section of a field-oxide field-effect transistor (FOXFET) device used in dosimeter
and (b) readout circuit for threshold voltage measurement of a FOXFET based dosimeter.

Alternatively, FGMOS devices have also being explored for various dosimetry appli-
cations [15,63–65]. The floating gate (FG) structures can be implemented by connecting the
poly-silicon gate of a MOS-capacitor to the gate of sensing MOSFET device in standard
CMOS technology [66] as shown in in Figure 6a. Otherwise, it can also be implemented by
using an additional insulated poly-silicon gate in a custom two poly CMOS process [67] as
shown in Figure 6b. Thereby, in this process a capacitance is also formed alongside the gate
of the FGMOS device. The capacitance is used to pre-charge the FG prior to irradiation
by injection of carriers by avalanche process or by tunneling through the gate-oxide [64].
When exposed to ionising radiation, charges are generated which accumulate in the oxide
region and neutralise the initial charge on the FG. This results in a change in VTH [63] and
the readout circuit integrated on-chip with the sensing devices measures the VTH shift and
provides a proportional voltage [65,68] or current output [69]. In order to compensate for
temperature dependence of the VTH shift, a typical MOSFET with similar dimensions is
used as a reference to monitor the temperature induced parameter variation. The sensing
FGMOS and the typical MOSFET are used in a differential configuration and therefore it
cancels out temperature induced changes happening in both devices as reported in [15,65].
Alternatively, the FGMOS devices are used to implement current starved inverters and
provide a frequency output, the change of which is proportional to the total accumulated
dose [66,67]. FGMOS based dosimeters are typically very sensitive to radiation dose and
therefore the sensor responses are saturated and suffer from non-linearity for dose levels
more than 100 Gy. These provide high resolution ( 500 mrad [67]), but the application of
these sensors is only limited to low dose level (10–100 Gy) measurement. Compared to
RADFET and FOXFET devices, FGMOS based radiation sensors are preferred in recent
times considering the ease of on-chip integration with the peripheral circuits. FGMOS
dosimeters are also being investigated for high-dose level monitoring in accelerator envi-
ronments using the repeated measurement technique as reported in [70,71].

4.4. SRAM Based Radiation Monitor

In the presence of radiation hazards, SEUs can easily affect the circuits that store data,
for example, flip-flop, RAM, and storage circuits. Among these, SRAM (Static Random-
Access Memory) is the most typical circuit to monitor SEUs in electronic systems. It is
composed by two cross coupled inverters which create a stable bi-states structure, as shown
in Figure 7. If one side of the circuit is hit by a particle, the collected charge from the particle
will trigger the positive feedback of the inverters and lead to a bit flip (i.e., upset).
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for charge injection into gate-oxide and (b) top view of the FGMOS device with an additional poly
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Moreover, SRAM is the most common device for SEU fault monitoring in processing
systems. It has unique advantages such as a simple and controllable interface, low cost,
high density (cells per unit area), low power consumption, and can be embedded on
the same technology or chip as the device being monitored, like a microprocessor. The
principle of SRAM based particle detectors is simply searching the memory for bit flips.
These can be single-cell upsets (SCUs) or multi-cell upsets (MCUs). As technologies have
scaled down, single particle strikes can upset multiple cells simultaneously, depending on
the particle energy. As indicated in [72], the ratio of MCU and SCU can be used to estimate
the particle energy.
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Figure 7. Mechanism of radiation strike and memory bit-flips on static random access memory
(SRAM) nodes.

The radiation detectors used in ESA [73], CERN [74] and satellite mission [75] have
embedded multiple commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) SRAMs for SEU monitoring. The
first purpose of these circuits is to monitor the radiation environment in space and ground
facilities to guarantee that the environment radiation intensity is in line with the design
specification of the system and the data are reliable. The second purpose is to monitor the
flux, beam profile and beam homogeneity at particle accelerator facilities such as RADEF
and CHARM [73]. Thirdly, for cross facility SEE testing, adding an SRAM to the system
enables the cross-calibration of the variation at different facilities, which increases the data
fidelity [76]. Fourthly, applying radiation hardened devices improves the robustness to
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SEE. However, complex systems still inevitably contain COTS components to balance cost
and performance. Therefore, an SEU monitor is needed for the system to guarantee the
error rate of the system stays below the manageable limit.

To achieve a higher SEU sensitivity and resolution, SRAMs fabricated in smaller
technology nodes (65 nm and less) can be used. In recent work [77,78], a broad variety of
COTS SRAM chips and FPGAs were tested. The results showed that 16 to 65 nm SRAM
have high SEU cross sections. Alternatively, decreasing the supply voltage can increase
the SEU sensitivity [79], and every type of particle shows a different sensitive range when
varying the voltage supply [80]. This enables sufficient calibration for the radiation monitor
to analyse the intensity and type of radiation source by sweeping the supply voltage [79,80].
However, commercial chips have an embedded voltage regulator between the voltage
supply and the core circuit. This regulator can handle a certain range of input voltages
to a constant level. It becomes nonlinear and unpredictable outside of its voltage range,
especially for more advanced technologies. Henceforth, this approach is less feasible with
commercial memories and calls for custom designed SRAM sensors.

Finally, most COTS SRAMs have an embedded error-correcting code feature, which
can correct some SEUs complicating or obstructing its use as a radiation monitor [81].
Additionally, when testing for MCUs, one needs to be aware that the physical order of the
cell array may differ from the logical (address) order through scrambling. The susceptibility
of COTS SRAM circuits to SEL induced failures are more in comparison to custom designed
SRAM sensors. The COTS SRAM circuits are typically aimed to achieve a high density.
Therefore, the wells and doping areas are closer than normal chips, making them more
prone to latchup induced circuit failures.

4.5. Built-In Current Sensor Based Radiation Detectors

In this method, the radiation induced transient current pulses are detected by means
of monitoring the supply voltage [82–84] or measuring the supply current externally using
current monitors [85,86]. The methods are not reliable and effective to identify the location
of the transient induced logic state errors in an array of memory cells. The issue has been
resolved by introducing built-in current sensor (BICS) circuits [87,88] adjacent to each row
and column of the memory cell array to locate the transient induced faults. However, the
proposed techniques involved distributed synchronous BICS circuits and subsequently
failed to detect short and intermittent current transients in the supply. This method, as
illustrated in Figure 8a, uses high-speed asynchronous BICS circuits which are placed in-
line with the power supply of the devices and therefore it affects the systems performance
by injecting noise and disturbances into the power supply.

As a remedy, a bulk connected BICS as shown in Figure 8b, is proposed in [89] with
an increased sensitivity towards particle strike, but reduced interference with the system’s
performance. The bulk connected BICS circuits consist of a pMOS activated BICS (pBICS)
and an nMOS activated BICS (nBICS). At the onset of a radiation strike, the excess charges
travel through the reversed biased bulk junction and activate the respective current sensors.
Recently, similar approaches have been explored in [90–95] and a further improvement has
been proposed in [96] by using triple-well CMOS technologies.

The primary advantage of utilising bulk connected BICS circuits is that they are able to
locate transient induced faults and thus can effectively activate the mitigation mechanisms
in the respective memory cells. However, it is ineffective in characterising the particle flux
and suffers from the inability of directly providing any information about the deposited
energy. Moreover, the current sensors are susceptible to substrate noise and subsequently
may induce erroneous results.
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4.6. 3-D NAND Flash Based Radiation Monitors

FGMOS devices have been exploited to realise various non-volatile memory archi-
tectures [97,98] and have been successfully explored for data storage applications in
space [99–101]. In addition, the FG based devices are very effective in dosimetry ap-
plications to measure the amount of TID in a radiation environment [14,70,102]. Recently,
the FG based flash memories appeared as a viable alternative [103–105] to be utilised as
particle detectors.

As the ionising particle impinges on the devices in flash memories, the excess charge
impacts the FG based storage element and subsequently cause threshold voltage shift in
the FGMOS devices inside the memory cell. Nowadays, the readout circuits provided
inside the flash memory cells can identify the radiation event from the change in threshold
voltage and collectively measures the number of upsets similar to SRAM based radiation
monitors. In the case of flash memory based architectures, each memory unit is configured
with multi-bit (4-bit or 8-bit binary code) storage cells which are capable of measurement
based characterisation of multi-level threshold voltage distributions. As a result, these
types of particle detectors provide an estimate of charge deposited due to the interaction
with radiation by accurately measuring the threshold voltage shifts [106]. Unlike the
SRAM based solutions, it is feasible to characterise the LET of the striking particle in flash
memories and extract information about the nature of radiation (heavy ion, proton [107],
neutron [108]).

Due to the non-volatile nature of memory cells, the NAND flash-based particle detec-
tors facilitate low power dissipation and offline passive mode of operation. Compared to
2-D structures, dense 3-D integration of flash memory cells is beneficial ensuring higher
detection efficiency [109]. As illustrated in Figure 9, the affected memory elements provide
the information about the angle of incidence and the track of radiation strike as well [110].
The further study of the pattern of the threshold voltage shifts of the devices arranged in a
3-D volume along the track of radiation strike provides more details about the uniformity
of the ionising radiation beam [109,110].

Although the 3-D NAND flash-based particle detectors are beneficial in terms of
efficiency and added features, the complexity of integration with planar CMOS technologies
presents a difficulty in implementation. In addition, the device noise affects the accuracy of
estimation of energy absorbed in radiation requiring complex readout schemes targeting
low noise mixed-signal readout implementations [111]. Another notable drawback is the
long readout time needed to process a very large number of memory cells which also leads
to an increased expenditure of power.
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4.7. Memristor Based Radiation Sensor

Memristor based resistive random-access-memory (ReRAM) technology has been
brought into focus during the last decade [112,113] considering its non-volatile property
and ability to perform in-memory computing both in digital and analog domain operations.
Typically, a ReRAM cell consists of a memristor element, a two terminal non-linear resistive
device prepared by sandwiching a resistive material (TiO2, ZrO2, NiO, etc.) between two
metal electrodes. The value of its resistance (known as memresistance) is not constant and
changes depending on the magnitude, polarity and duration time of the applied voltage
across its terminals, or the current passed through it. It shows a hysteretic behaviour in its
voltage-current characteristics and the memresistance value of the devices are non-volatile
in nature.

Under ionising radiation, the electrical properties of the elements are subjected to
change due to the processes through ionic and molecular dissociations and defect for-
mations, unlike charge formation that happens in CMOS devices. The initial investiga-
tions [114–116] have showed very little dependence of memristor devices on radiation
effects due to its ultra-thin film structures. However, “µm-thick” TiO2 based elements
showcased increased radiation detection ability [117].

As illustrated in [117], each memristor is connected to a switched capacitor element to
charge the capacitors. As shown in Figure 10, each memristor is switched on in monitoring
mode using the voltage Vin. When exposed to radiation, the memresistance value changes
and it modifies the charging time-constant when the capacitor is charged through the
memristor in detection mode. The effects of radiation can be observed after the detection
time window, when the capacitor charges to a voltage level different from what is expected
in absence of radiation. After the detection mode, each memristor is switched off using
voltage Vreset and the capacitor is discharged. An array of such units are placed inside a
crossbar based structure and the readout circuit registers the change in resistivity in each
row of sensors. Although these sensor circuits are highly dense and consume very little
power compared to CMOS based detectors, the primary bottleneck is a relatively slower
response time causing hindrance to real-time sensing. Moreover, these devices are dose
rate integrating devices and therefore can hardly resolve individual radiation strikes or
identify different incident energies.

4.8. Variable Capacitor Based Radiation Sensor

Variable capacitors or varactors implemented in CMOS technologies (bulk-CMOS
and silicon-on-insulator) are viable alternatives to diode and MOSFET based solutions
used for radiation sensing. Similar to these solid-state dosimeters, the capacitor based
sensors measure the accumulated dose depending on the ionising effects happening inside
the dielectric material. Although MOSFET based dosimeters are very popular in terms
of reliability and added features, its DC operation methods are very sensitive to various
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disturbances—in particular to thermal and flicker noise sources [32]. In comparison,
variable capacitor based dosimeters have the capability to overcome the noise limits and
accomplish ultra-high sensitivity as they employ AC measurement techniques [118,119].
When exposed to radiation, such a sensor exhibits a change in capacitance-voltage (C-
V) characteristics due to trapped charges near the Si/SiO2 interface. Subsequently, it
results in a different capacitance value in depletion mode, for a given voltage applied
between its terminals. Several studies [120–123] have been carried out on MOS-cap based
structures implemented in bulk-CMOS technologies to research the feasibility of radiation
dose measurement.
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For a given dose of radiation, the sensitivity of the capacitor based detectors relies on
the thickness of the dielectric layer and the trapped charge density near the interface. How-
ever, the scaling trend of CMOS technologies makes it difficult for MOS-based capacitors to
achieve better sensitivity as the oxide thickness is traded off with capacitance tuning [123].
In recent times, the development of FDSOI technology has enabled the varactors to achieve
high sensitivity as well as high capacitance per unit area. In the presence of ionising
radiation, the thick buried-oxide (BOX) layer beneath the varactor elements collects the
radiation induced charges [118]. The resulting shift in capacitance value is measured using
a readout circuit. As illustrated in Figure 11, an LC resonator equipped with the radiation
sensing capacitor provides a frequency output and the change of which is proportional to
the accumulated dose [119]. FDSOI based radiation sensitive varactors are very effective in
low dose measurements with very high sensitivity [124]. The radiation sensors are also
investigated as reported in [125] for in vivo dosimetry in radiation cancer therapy.
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5. Sensor Performance

Radiation sensors, namely both dosimeters and particle detectors, are very effective
tools to measure, evaluate or characterise various radiation parameters (energy spectra,
fluence, LET, etc.) and the resulting effects (absorbed dose, bit-upsets, etc.). The use of
semiconductor technologies has enabled sensor systems with the flexibility to be integrated
with microelectronics and achieve better sensitivity with improved signal processing
techniques. Semiconductor based sensors are intrinsically reusable but suffer from a
gradual loss of sensitivity caused by radiation induced damages (crystal defects, leakage
current, etc.) during their operation time. For a given radiation environment, the increasing
leakage current can be compensated by using cooling, and the performance degradation
may be restored by thermal annealing, thereby extending the sensor’s lifespan. In case of
dosimetry, the semiconductor based sensors are in general used for relative measurement
and need calibration with respect to absolute standards to ensure accuracy of the readings.

A comparative study of the semiconductor based radiation sensors based on their
different features, methods and technologies is provided in Table 1. Radiation sensitive
MOSFETs such as RADFETs and FOXFETs primarily employ DC measurement techniques,
namely VTH measurement and need simple readout architectures. However, the static
power consumption adds to the power overhead. The front-end electronics are more
complex in the case of diode based detectors operating in pulse mode or integration mode.
FGMOS structures which require charge injectors and the varactors using AC methods
employ a similar level of complexity. As mentioned in Table 1, the most complex signal
processing techniques and readout algorithms are employed in 3-D NAND flash and
ReRAM memory based radiation sensors. Consequently, it results in increased power
overhead, but not in the case of memristor based ReRAM as the memory array can be
configured in passive mode with very low power consumption. Among the semiconductor
based sensors, the FGMOS devices, ReRAM and FDSOI varactors, exhibit the highest
sensitivity towards radiation dose. Nevertheless, the measures and parameters exhibit
non-linearity with respect to the accumulated dose, and the effective range of dose for
which they could be used is significantly lower. These sensors are primarily intended
to be used in very low dose applications such as occupational dosimetry or therapeutic
procedures. However, the FGMOS based devices as demonstrated in [70], support repeated
measurements in auto-recharge mode and can be configured to record higher dose levels
in accelerator environments . Although in such cases, longer readout times can possibly
accumulate low frequency flicker noise components and degrade the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) performance and reduce the radiation dosimeter’s resolution.

A summary of different sensing principles and field of applications of the different
semiconductor based radiation sensors is provided in Table 2. In case of applications
involving high rates of radiation events, the sensors require a fast readout time. Therefore,
multiple sensor elements are used in parallel with segmentation, but eventually increase the
power consumption. Sensors implemented in planar arrays such as silicon strip detectors
(Si-diodes or Si-photodiodes) and SRAM based monitors and 3-D array structures namely
the NAND flash memories effectively also help in characterising the incident particle’s
energy spectra. In addition, these sensor arrays could estimate the LET of charged particles
and incidence angle of a radiation strike by employing subsequent signal processing on
the sensor readings.
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Table 1. Comparison of semiconductor based radiation sensors.

Sensing
Element

Readout
Complexity

Power
Overhead

Dose
Sensitivity

Incident Angle/
LET Estimation

Sense Mode
(SEE or TID)

Technology

Silicon
diode

Medium Low/
Medium

Medium Yes Both Standard
CMOS

Silicon
photodiode

Medium Medium Medium Yes Both Standard
CMOS

RADFET Low Medium Medium No TID Custom
CMOS

FOXFET Low Medium Medium No TID Custom
CMOS

FGMOS Medium Low/
Medium

High No TID Standard
CMOS

SRAM Medium Medium - Yes SEE Standard
CMOS

BICS Circuit Medium Low - No SEE Standard
CMOS

3-D NAND
flash

High High - Yes SEE Custom
3-D CMOS

Memristor
(ReRAM)

High Low/
Medium

High No TID Hybrid

MOS
varactor

Medium Low Medium No TID Standard
CMOS

FDSOI
varactor

Medium Low High No TID FDSOI
CMOS

Table 2. Summary of sensing principles and field of applications of the different semiconductor based radiation sensors.

Sensing Element Sensing Principle Field of Applications

Silicon diode Voltage/current transients In vivo radiation dosimetry, occupational dosimetry and particle
detection in high energy physics environment.

Silicon photodiode Voltage/current transients In vivo radiation dosimetry, occupational dosimetry and particle
detection in high energy physics environment.

RADFET VTH shift In vivo radiation dosimetry, space radiation dosimetry (Van Allen probes),
and dosimetry in particle accelerators.

FOXFET VTH shift In vivo radiation dosimetry and occupational dosimetry

FGMOS VTH shift, Fosc In vivo radiation dosimetry and occupational dosimetry

SRAM SEUs in memory Radiation monitor in the space environment and particle accelerators

BICS Circuit Voltage/current transients Radiation monitor in space environment

3-D NAND flash VTH shift, SEUs in memory Radiation monitor in space environment

Memristor (ReRAM) Memresistance Radiation dosimetry ∗

MOS varactor C-V characteristics In vivo radiation dosimetry and occupational dosimetry

FDSOI varactor C-V characteristics, Fosc In vivo radiation dosimetry and occupational dosimetry
∗ Under testing. Note: VTH = Threshold voltage, C-V = Capacitor-voltage, Fosc = Oscillation frequency.

6. Discussion

This review article summarises the semiconductor based radiation sensors (dosimeter
and particle detectors) developed in the last few decades for radiation (TID and SEEs)
measurement. Ionising radiation is a severe concern for reliable operation of electronic
systems, particularly in data centres, flight control systems, satellite payloads and scientific
instruments used in various applications. Under the impact of radiation, the performance of
the electronic systems degrades over the period of operation and eventually the system fails
in extreme conditions. The radiation dosimeters essentially help in qualifying the radiation
hardness of the electronic systems, as well as monitoring and characterising the radiation
field for accurate modelling and implementing mitigation steps. Particle detectors primarily
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identify radiation induced logic errors, memory upsets and interrupts in electronic systems,
and subsequently help in error correction in order to ensure reliability and resilience against
harsh radiation. In addition, applications involving occupational and medical therapy
related radiation hazards require the dosimeters to ensure that the absorbed dose for the
working professionals and patients is maintained within the recommended limits.

In this article, different methods of radiation dosimetry as well as particle detection
are explored, and the modes of operations are discussed with merits and demerits. So far,
various semiconductor devices and design techniques for integrated sensors are adopted
and experimented with to find out the effectiveness, reliability, and robustness of radiation
detection. Compared to various techniques of low dose-level dosimetry, the FGMOS based
sensors are increasingly being explored and improved considering integrated applica-
tions such as in vivo radiation therapy and occupational radiation dosimetry [15,63–65],
whereas silicon diodes and photomultipliers are still the preferred choice for high-dose
level measurement. In case of particle detectors, the SRAM based radiation monitors are
preferred over the rest considering ease of CMOS integration and memory storage [126,127].
However, in the future, once the methods are developed for on-chip 3-D integration, the
3-D flash memories could present a viable option. In addition, recent times have seen
the emergence of new semiconductor devices and memory technologies as a result of
continuous scientific efforts [128,129]. Recently, silicon photonic devices have also been
experimented to find out the radiation effects [130–133]. The radiation sensors based on
Si-diode, Si-photodiode, MOSFET devices with planar structures (RADFET, FOXFET, FG-
MOS) and SRAM are already well investigated, but still their performances can possibly be
improved in the future with better readout electronics. A few (3-D NAND flash, memristor
and FDSOI varactor) could possibly help in realising new improved methods for radiation
sensing. However, this would need further investigation, radiation tests and qualifications
to explore the potential and possible limitations of these devices.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors
CMOS Complementary MOSFET
pMOS p-channel MOSFET
nMOS n-channel MOSFET
TID Total ionising dose
SEE Single-event effect
DD Displacement damage
NIEL Non-ionising energy loss
SEU Single-event upset
SET Single-event transient
SEFI Single-event functional interrupt
SEL Single-event latchup
SEGR Single-event gate rupture
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SEB Single-event burnout
SRAM Static random access memory
RADFET Radiation-sensitive field-effect transistor
FOXFET Field-oxide field-effect transistor
FGMOS Floating-gate MOSFET
SSPM Solid-state photomultiplier
FDSOI Fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator
LET Linear energy transfer
FG Floating gate
PMT Photomultiplier tube
ADC Analog-to-digital converter
SCU Single-cell upset
MCU Multi-cell upset
COTS Commercial off-the-shelf
BICS Built-in current sensor
pBICS pMOS activated BICS
nBICS nMOS activated BICS
ReRAM Resistive random-access-memory
BOX Buried-oxide
LEO Low Earth orbit
GEO Geosynchronous equatorial orbit
ISS International Space Station
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
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